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Fourth quarter in brief 
Ø Sales growth of 17% in the fourth quarter 

compared to the previous year. 
Ø Net sales amounted to SEK 15,3 million 

(13,1) 
Ø Operating profit was unchanged 

compared to last year and amounted to 
SEK 5,4 million (5,4) 

Ø Adjusted operating profit after one-off 
effects due to the CEO change amounted 
to SEK 6.4 million. 

Ø Profit for the period amounted to SEK 4,4 
million (3,9) 

Ø Earnings per share amounted to SEK 1,10 
(0,98) 

Full year in brief 
Ø Net sales amounted to SEK 48,3 million 

(35,6), which means sales growth of 36% 
Ø Operating profit increased to SEK 18,7 

million (11,1) 
Ø Adjusted operating profit after one-off 

effects due to the CEO change amounted 
to SEK 19,7 million. 

Ø Profit for the period amounted to SEK 
14,7 million (8,4) 

Ø Earnings per share amounted to SEK 3,63 
(2,07) 

Ø Cash assets amounted to SEK 32,1 million 
(17,0) at the end of the period.  

Ø The Board of directors has decided to 
propose to the Annual general meeting a 
dividend of SEK 1.50 (0) per share. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Turnover per quarter and rolling 12 month 2015-2018 

 
Significant events during the fourth 
quarter 
Market and sales  
SyntheticMR software SyMRI NEURO and 
Philips Ingenia Elition 3.0T MR scanner with 
the SyntAc synthetic sequence are now jointly 
marketed in the United States 

Other events 
SyntheticMR's CEO Stefan Tell has resigned. 
He remains as CEO until June 30, 2019 at the 
latest. Stefan has been CEO of the company 
since 2011. 
 
Significant events during the first 9 
months of 2018.  
SyntheticMR received two clearances from the 
FDA regarding the company´s software SyMRI 
NEURO. The clearances mean that SyMRI is 
now cleared for sale in the US together with 
MR-systems from GE Healthcare and Philips. 
SyMRI NEURO is the first product on the 
market that includes volume calculation and 
segmentation of myelin. It is especially 
important to measure myelin within pediatrics 
and in patients with neurodegenerative 
diseases. 
 

 

 

  Key ratios 2018 
Oct-Dec 

2017 
 Oct-Dec 

2018 
Jan-Dec 

2017 
Jan-Dec 

Net sales, TSEK 15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 
Sales growth, %  17 45 36 88 
Operating profit, TSEK 5 360 5 385 18 737 11 117 
Operating margin, % 35 41 39 31 
Net profit for the period, TSEK 4 449 3 947 14 653 8 361  

 
 

  
Profit/loss per share before/after dilution, SEK 1,10 0,98 3,63 2,07 
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MAGiC was cleared for clinical use and sales 
in China, through the clearance of the CFDA 
(China Food and Drug Administration). During 
the second quarter, the first licenses were 
sold to GE Healthcare in China. 

Other events 
During the year, SyntheticMR has been 
granted a number of patents. One of them in 
the United States refers to myelin detection in 
the brain, and the patent has previously been 
registered in China and Japan. 

Furthermore, another patent has been 
approved both in the US and Japan. This 
patent relates to a 3D variant of 
SyntheticMR's quantification. The trend in the 
market is 3D visualization, which means that 
this patent is an important part of 
SyntheticMR's future earnings. 

SyntheticMR is part of a project together with 
Elekta, Inovia AI and Linköping University, 
which aims to improve diagnosis, planning 
and workflow in cancer treatment. 
SyntheticMR has been granted SEK 1.8 million 
in grants from Vinova for this project. 

Significant events after the fourth quarter 
Market and sales  
SyntheticMR has sold the first licenses of 
MAGiC AW to GE Healthcare. These licenses 
mean that the clinics now can get the same 
functionality in the "reading room" that they 
have previously had at the MR scanner. 
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CEO comments 
Continued growth in the fourth quarter 
and for 2018 
Sales during the last quarter of the year was 
SEK 15.3M (13.1), a growth of 17 percent 
compared with the same period last year. 
Adjusted operating profit after one-off costs 
amounted to SEK 6.4M (5.4), which gave a 
margin of 42 percent (41). The company 
reported a positive cash flow for the fourth 
quarter of SEK 1.2M and cash at 31 December 
totaled SEK 32.1M. 

For the full year 2018, sales amounted to SEK 
48.4M (35.6), which is an increase of 36 
percent compared with 2017. Adjusted 
operating profit after one-off effects for 2018 
was SEK 19.7 million (11.1), corresponding to 
a margin of 41 percent (31). It is satisfying that 
our scalable business model gives us good 
margins together with sales growth. Cash flow 
for the full year 2018 amounted to SEK 15.1M. 
We are very pleased with the continued 
strong cash conversion rate. The good 
financial position creates both flexibility for 
new opportunities and legitimacy for 
SyntheticMR.  

Our partnerships 
We have during 2018 developed our 
partnership with GE Healthcare, MAGiC is 
now also available in reading room. This is an 
enhanced customer value that GE Healthcare 
now offers the market. Radiologists are given 
the opportunity to work with MAGiC during 
diagnosis in the reading room. GE Healthcare 
introduced this solution to the market at the 
end of 2018 and during the first quarter of 
2019 we received the first orders. A MAGiC 
license for the reading room require that the 
customer simultaneously orders, or already 
has, a MAGiC license for the MR system. I see 
this as an important step in expanding our 
offering together with GE Healthcare. There 
are further opportunities to broaden the 
collaboration with GE Healthcare regarding 

product offerings, SyMRI NEURO is one 
example. 

Our sales via Philips increased in 2018, 
although from low levels. The potential of this 
collaboration is very high. The interest of 
Philips regional sales organizations is 
significant. We continue to work for SyMRI to 
become available in the Philips product 
catalog, which is an important step for 
continued sales growth. 

Siemens continues to upgrade hospitals to 
make Syngo.via open apps available. This is 
the platform where SyMRI is integrated as an 
option. The pace of this project is not in line 
with our expectations. Siemens did not 
receive FDA clearance until the beginning of 
2019 for the sequence on the MR system 
which is a prerequisite for SyMRI. This means 
that we can now initiate the application 
process to get FDA clearance of SyMRI in 
combination with Siemens MRI systems. This 
is another important step in increasing the 
potential availability of SyMRI in the largest 
geographic market for MRI. 

Own booth on RSNA 
At the end of the year, SyntheticMR 
participated for the first time with its own 
booth at RSNA, the world's largest radiology 
congress. We received high attention and can 
conclude that there is a great interest in our 
products. It is strategically important for 
SyntheticMR to be present at selected 
congresses with its own booth. This is to 
capture trends and feedback from the market, 
while also contributing to increased sales and 
greater research collaborations. 

 
Stefan Tell  

CEO SyntheticMR AB 
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Financial information 
Fourth quarter, October-December 2018 
Net sales for the fourth quarter increased by 
17% and amounted to SEK 15 313 thousand 
(13 140). The increase is largely due to the 
increase in sales of MAGiC licenses through 
GE Healthcare. 

Operating expenses have increased 
compared with the same period last year and 
amounted to SEK -10 698 thousand (-8 376). 
The increase is partly due to the provision of 
severance pay to CEO of SEK 867 thousand, 
higher marketing expenses in connection with 
RSNA and that the company has more 
employees. 

Operating profit was SEK 5 360 thousand (5 
385), corresponding to an operating margin of 
35 % (41). Adjusted operating profit excluding 
one-off effects due to the CEO change 
amounted to SEK 6 357 thousand. This gives 
an operating margin of 41.5%.  

Tax on profit for the fourth quarter amounted 
to SEK -911 thousand (-1 437). Profit after tax 
amounted to SEK 4 449 thousand (3 947). This 
resulted in earnings per share of SEK 1,10 
(0,98).  

Cash flow from operating activities was SEK 1 
912 thousand (3 100). The change is due to 
decreased working capital.  

Full year 2018 
Net sales for 2018 amounted to SEK 48 304 
thousand (35 645), an increase of 36%. The 
increase for the full year is also due to the 
increase in sales of MAGiC licenses through 
GE Healthcare. 

The expenses for 2018 amounted to SEK -32 
824 thousand compared to SEK -26 858 
thousand. The increase of SEK 5 966 thousand 
is attributable to higher personnel costs due 
to more employees, primarily in the marketing 
and the sales organization and provision of 
severance pay to the outgoing CEO of SEK 
867 thousand. Furthermore, major 

investments in market and communication 
continue, as in 2018 we have had our own 
booths during several congresses. 

Operating profit for 2018 amounted to SEK 
18,737 thousand (11,117), which gives a 
margin of 39% (31). Adjusted operating profit 
excluding one-off effects due to the CEO 
change amounted to SEK 19,734 thousand. 
This gives an operating margin of 40.9%. 

Tax on profit for the year 2018 amounted to 
SEK -4 052 thousand (-2 724). The tax refers 
partly to the change in deferred tax asset on 
valued loss carry-forwards, which has no cash 
flow impact, as well as current tax on profit for 
the year. The company has no remaining loss 
carry-forwards. 

Net profit for 2018 was SEK 14 653 thousand 
(8 361), with earnings per share SEK 3,63 
(2,07) 

Cash flow from operating activities was SEK 
18 007 thousand (10 655). The increase is due 
to the company’s higher operating profit. 
Cash flow for the year was SEK 15 101 
thousand (7 671) and at December 31, 2018, 
the company's cash assets amounted to SEK 
32 090 thousand (16 989).  

Turnover per quarter and rolling 12 month 2015-2018 

 
Operating profit per quarter and rolling 12 month 2015-2018  
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Currency effects 
The company is impacted by the US dollar 
and the euro's trends against the Swedish 
krona, since invoicing is mainly denominated 
in USD and EUR, while most of the costs are in 
Swedish kronor.  

The company does not use hedging 
instruments in terms of futures or options to 
hedge currency rates.  

Capitalization of development costs 
Investments in intangible fixed assets for the 
fourth quarter amounted to SEK -666 
thousand (-691). Corresponding figure for the 
full year is SEK -2 906 thousand (-2 984) 
Investments in intangible assets relate to 
capitalized development costs and patents. 

Financial position 
The company's total assets amounted to SEK 
56 074 thousand (39 066) at December 31, 
2018 and the equity/assets ratio was 82,1% 
(82,5). At December 31, 2018, current 
receivables totaled SEK 16 347 thousand (11 
609). The receivables mainly comprised 
accounts receivables. 

Shareholders' equity at the end of the period 
amounted to SEK 46 059 thousand (32 227). 
The company has no interest-bearing 
liabilities. 

Employees and organization 
At the end of the quarter, the number of 
employees in the company was 17 (16). The 
average number of employees for the quarter 
was 17 (14). 

Related party transactions 
During the fourth quarter, transactions with 
related parties took place totaling SEK 570 
thousand. The amount refers to consulting 
fees to the board member Marcel Warntjes in 
his role as responsible for innovation and as 
senior adviser to the company's management. 
Otherwise, no significant transactions have 
occurred with related parties during the 
current period or the comparative period. 
 
Risks and uncertainties  
Through its operations, SyntheticMR´s 
operations and results are affected by a 
number of external and internal factors. A 
continuous process is ongoing to identify all 
possible risks and assess how to handle the 
respective risks.  

The most relevant risks and uncertainties are 
described in the annual report for 2017 and 
relate to financial and operational risks. No 
other significant risks and uncertainties than 
those described in the 2017 annual report 
have been identified in 2018. 

The company has, like most other MedTech 
companies, an uneven order flow over the 
year and the variation in individual quarters 
may be high.  

Share data and ownership 
Share capital at December 31, 2018 
amounted to SEK 896 897,316 and the 
number of shares to 4 040 078. All shares 
have equal rights to the company's assets and 
profits. One share entitles to one vote.  

The company's shares were listed on October 
18, 2013 at Spotlight Stock Market.



  

Income Statement and Statement of Comprehensive Income 
 4th quarter Full year 

SEK thousand 2018 2017 2018 2017 
       

Operating income        

Net sales 15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 
Own work capitalized 601 562 2 430 2 272 
Other income 144 59 827 58 

Total income 16 058 13 761 51 561 37 975 

Operating expenses     

Other external expenses -3 995 -3 219 -11 753 -8 621 
Employee benefit costs -6 004 -4 434 -18 214 -14 598 

Depreciation of tangible and intangible 
assets -699  -723 -2 857 -2 879 

Other expenses  - 0 - -760 

Operating profit 5 360 5 385 18 737 11 117 

Result from financial items      

Financial income 0 0 0 0 
Financial expense 0 -1 -32 -32 

Net financial income/expense 0 -1 -32 -32 
Net profit for the period from continuing 
operations 5 360 5 384 18 705 11 085 

Tax on net profit for the period -911 -1 437 -4 052 -2 724 
     

  

Net profit for the period 4 449 3 947 14 653 8 361 
   

Statement of Comprehensive Income   

Net profit for the period 4 449 3 947 14 653 8 361 
Other comprehensive income - - - - 
Comprehensive income for the year 4 449 3 947 14 653 8 361   

Earnings per share before dilution 1,10 0,98 3,63 2,07 
Earnings per share after dilution 1,10 0,98 3,63 2,07 
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Balance sheet 

ASSETS    
SEK thousand 2018-12-31 2017-12-31 
FIXED ASSETS     
Intangible fixed assets     
Capitalized development expenditure 6 620 6 694 
Patent 1 015 874 
Total intangible fixed assets  7 635 7 568 
Tangible fixed assets    
Equipment, fixtures and fittings 2 20 
Total tangible fixed assets 2 20 
Financial fixed assets     
Deferred tax assets 0 2 880 
Total financial fixed assets 0 2 880 
   

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 7 637 10 468 
    

CURRENT ASSETS   
Other receivables    
Accounts receivable 14 912 10 685 
Other receivables 523 45 
Prepaid expenses and accrued income 912 879 

Total other receivables 16 347 11 609 
 
Cash and bank balances  

 
32 090 

 
16 989 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 
 

48 437 
 

28 598   
 

TOTAL ASSETS 56 074 39 066 
 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES   
Restricted equity     

Share capital  897 897 
Fund for development expenditures 5 218 4 101 

    
Unrestricted equity     
Other paid-in capital 17 762 17 762 
Retained earnings 7 529 1 106 
Profit of the year 14 653 8 361 
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY  46 059 32 227 

   
Current liabilities    
Accounts payable 1 941 1 534 
Tax liabilities 1 627 299 
Other liabilities 843 344 
Accrued expenses and prepaid income 5 604 4 662 
Total current liabilities 10 015 6 839 

    
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 56 074 39 066 
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Statement of cash flow 

 4th quarter Full year 
SEK thousand 2018 2017 2018 2017 
Operating activities      
Operating profit 5 360 5 385 18 737 11 117 
     
Adjustments for non-cash items     
Depreciation of tangible and 
intangible assets 

699 723 2 857 2 879 

Paid interest  - - -32 -31 
Income tax paid -65 -57 -220 -234 
Cash flow from operating activities 
before changes in working capital 
  

5 994 6 050 21 342 13 731 

Cash flow from operating activities 
before changes in working capital 

    

    

Changes in accounts receivable -6 513 -5 212 -4 227 -5 392 
Changes in other receivable 122 10 -201 128 
Changes in accounts payable 749 426 407 848 
Changes in other receivable 1 560 1 826 686 1 340 
Cash flow from operating activities 1 912 3 100 18 007 10 655 
      

Investing activities     
Investment in intangible assets -666 -691 -2 906 -2 984 
Investment in intangible assets -666 -691 -2 906 -2 984  

    

Cash flow for the period 1 246  2 409 15 101 7 671 
Cash, opening balance 30 844 14 580 16 989 9 318 
Cash, closing balance 32 090 16 989 32 090 16 989 
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Statement of changes in equity 

 

 

 

 

 Restricted equity Unrestricted equity  

Tkr 
Share  
capital 

Fund 
for 

capitalized 
costs 

Other 
contributed 

capital 
Retained 
earnings 

Net 
profit Total equity 

Opening balance January 1, 2017 897 2 670 17 762 144 2 394 23 866 

Allocation according to AGM resolution 
   2 394 -2 394  

Allocation fund for development 
expenditures  2 271  -2 271   

Reversal of depreciation 
 -840  840   

Comprehensive income for the year         8 361 8 361 
Closing balance December 31, 2017 897 4 101 17 762 1 106 8 361 32 227 

       
Closing balance December 31, 2017 897 4 101 17 762 1 106 8 361 32 227 
 
Adjustment on application of IFRS 15    -821   
Adjusted opening equity January 1, 2018 897 4 101 17 762 285 8 361 31 406 

Allocation according to AGM resolution       8 361 -8 361  
 
Allocation fund for development 
expenditures   2 430   -2 430     

Reversal of depreciation   -1 313   1 313     
Comprehensive income for the period         14 653 14 653 
Closing balance December 31, 2018 897 5 218 17 762 7 529 14 653 46 059 
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Key figures 

  2018 
Oct-Dec 

2017 
 Oct-Dec 

2018 
Jan-Dec 

2017 
Jan-Dec 

Net sales, TSEK 15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 
Sales growth, %  17 45 36 88 
Operating profit, TSEK 5 360 5 385 18 737 11 117  
Operating margin, % 35 41 39 31 
Net profit for the period, TSEK 4 449 3 947 14 653 8 361 
    

 
   

Cash flow from operating activities, 
TSEK 

1 912 3 100 18 007 10 655 

Shareholders equity, TSEK 46 059 32 227 46 059 32 227 
Total assets, TSEK 56 074 39 066 56 074 39 066 
Equity/assets ratio, % 82,1  82,5 82,1 82,5 
Return on equity, %  

 
 30 

   
 

  
Number of employees  17 14 17 14 
        
No. of shares before/after dilution 4 040 078 4 040 078 4 040 078 4 040 078 
Average No. of shares before/after 
dilution 

4 040 078 4 040 078 4 040 078 4 040 078 

        
Per share data, SEK       
Profit/loss per share before/after 
dilution 

1,10 0,98 3,63 2,07 

Cash flow per share from operating 
activities 

0,47 0,77 4,46 2,64 

Equity per share  11,40 7,98 11,40 7,98 
Dividend per share - - - - 

 
Sales growth – The change in net sales 
compared with the year-earlier period 
expressed as a percentage.  

Operating margin, % – Operating profit/loss 
expressed as a percentage of net sales.  

Equity/assets ratio, % – Equity expressed as 
a percentage of total assets.  

Return on equity, % - Profit/loss for the 
period as a percentage of average equity. 
Average equity is calculated as the sum of 
equity at the end of the period plus equity at 
the end of the year-earlier period, divided by 
two.  

Number of employees - Average number of 
employees during the period.  

Profit/loss per share - Profit/loss for the 
period as a percentage of average number of 
shares.  

Cash flow per share from operating 
activities- Cash flow from operating activities 
as a percentage of average number of shares 
during the period 

Equity per share - Equity divided by number 
of shares at the end of the period.  
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Accounting policies 
This interim report has been prepared in 
accordance with IAS 34, taking into account 
the exceptions to and additions to IFRS as 
specified in RFR 2 and the Annual Accounts 
Act. 
 
Swedish legislation allows International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 
adopted by the EU to be applied at Group 
level. SyntheticMR AB (publ) does not prepare 
consolidated financial statements but instead 
applies the Swedish Financial Reporting 
Board´s recommendation, RFR 2, Accounting 
for Legal Entities. The main rule of the 
recommendation means that SyntheticMR 
shall apply IFRS as far as possible within the 
framework of the Annual Accounts Act and 
with regard to the relationship between 
accounting and taxation. 
 
The accounting policies applied are consistent 
with those described in the annual report of 
SyntheticMR AB (publ) 2016, which is available 
at www.syntheticmr.com, except for the 
reporting in accordance with IFRS 9 and IFRS 
15.  
 
The adoption to IFRS 9 has not affected the 
company's financial statements. The adoption 
to IFRS 15 has been prospectively applied and 
has had an impact on the company's financial 
reports, see table below and Note 26 in the 
Annual Report for 2017. Furthermore, IFRS 15 
has meant increased disclosure requirements, 
see table below. "Disaggregation of 
revenue". 
 
As of January 1, 2019, IFRS 16 replaced 
existing IFRS related to the recognition of 
leasing agreements. The standard removes 
the split of leasing agreements into operating 
or financial leasing for the lessee, which is 
required in IAS 17 and instead introduces a 
common model for reporting all leases. In this 
model, the lessee shall report: a) assets and 
liabilities for all leases with a lease term longer 

than 12 months, except for low-value assets; 
b) depreciation of leased assets separately 
from the interest expense on leases in the 
income statement. At present, the standard 
would not have any effects on the company as 
the company applies the relief rule according 
to RFR 2. 

In addition to financial data as defined in IFRS, 
specific key ratios, so-called alternative key 
ratios are presented to reflect the results of 
the underlying business and increase the 
comparability between different periods. 
These alternative key ratios do not replace 
financial data as defined in IFRS. 
 
Disclosures in accordance with IAS 34. 16A 
appear in addition to the financial statements, 
also in other parts of the interim report. 
 
When preparing financial reports consistent 
with IFRS, the use of some important 
estimates and assumptions for accounting 
purposes is required. The company evaluates 
these on a continuous basis based on 
historical experience and expectations of 
future events that are considered reasonable 
under prevailing conditions. The estimates for 
accounting purposes resulting from this will, 
by definition, rarely correspond to the actual 
result. 
 
Segment reporting 
A reportable segment is a part of the 
company that operates from which it can 
generate revenues and incur costs and for 
which there is independent financial 
information available. The operating profit of 
a business segment is further monitored by 
the company's highest executive decision 
maker, which is identified by the company as 
the CEO. The management has determined 
the segments based on the information being 
dealt with by the CEO and used as a basis for 
allocating resources and evaluating results. In 
this internal reporting, the company as a 
whole is a segment.



Disaggregation of revenue 
The company has a customer whose turnover exceeds 10 percent of the company's total net sales. 

SEK thousand 4th quarter Full year 
 2018 2017 2018 2017 

Geographical markets      

Sweden  92 448 577 689 
Other  15 221 12 692 47 727 34 956 
Total  15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 

      

Major service lines       

Licenses  14 967 12 858 47 002 34 779 
Service and Support 346 282 1 302 866 
Total  15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 

      

Timing of revenue recognition      

Licenses transferred at a point in time 14 967 12 858 47 002 34 779 
Services transferred over time 346 282 1 302 866 
Total  15 313 13 140 48 304 35 645 

 

 

Bridge for revenues and earnings for the application of IFRS 15 
The table below shows the income and results of the period when reported in accordance with IFRS 
15 and associated transition effects. The sum of each category shows the recalculated figures that 
are comparable to the previous accounting principles. 

 SEK thousand 
2018-10-01 
2018-12-31 

2018-01-01 
2018-12-31 

    

Reported revenues 16 058 51 561 
Adjustment to IAS 18     
Decrease related variable price model -311 -1 052 
Recalculated revenues 15 747 50 509 

     
Reported tax  -911 -4 052 
Adjustment to IAS 18     
Decrease related variable price model 68 231 
Recalculated tax  -843 -3 821 

     
Reported Net profit 4 449 14 653 
Adjustment to IAS 18     
Decrease related variable price model -243 -821 
Recalculated Net profit 4 206 13 831 
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Financial instruments 
All financial assets and liabilities have short maturities. Hence, the fair values of all financial 
instruments are estimated to correspond to reported values.  

 

31 December 2018 Loan receivables/ 
accounts receivable 

Financial 
liabilities 

Total 
reported 

value 
Fair value 

Cash and cash equivalents  32 090 - 32 090 32 090 
Accounts receivable 14 912 - 14 912 14 912 
Other receivables 843 - 843 843 
Total assets 47 845 - 47 845 47 845 
      
Accounts payable - 1 941 1 941 1 941 
Total liabilities  1 941 1 941 1 941 

31 December 2017 Loan receivables/ 
accounts receivable 

Financial 
liabilities 

Total 
reported 

value 
Fair value 

Cash and cash equivalents  16 989 - 16 989 16 989 
Accounts receivable 10 685 - 10 685 10 685 
Other receivables 132 - 132 132 
Total assets 27 806 - 27 806 27 806 
          
Accounts payable - 1 534 1 534 1 534 
Total liabilities - 1 534 1 534 1 534 
          

 

  



SyntheticMR in brief 
SyntheticMR develops innovative software 
solutions for Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) that supports shorter exam times and 
delivers more information to the clinician. 
SyntheticMR’s unique technology measures 
the absolute properties of the brain and 
delivers adjustable contrast images, automatic 
biomarker segmentation and quantitative data 
in a single MR scan. SyntheticMR’s product 
SyMRI is sold through partner agreements 
with Siemens, Philips and Sectra. A client-
specific version is sold by GE Healthcare. 
The company was founded by Dr Marcel 
Warntjes in 2007 based on innovations 
developed at Center for Medical Image 
Science and Visualization (CMIV) in Linköping, 
Sweden. SyntheticMR has 17 employees and 
is based in Linköping. 
 
Vision and strategy 
SyntheticMR’s vision is to create a paradigm 
shift in MRI and lead the transition towards 
quantitative MRI. SyMRI offers clinicians 
objective decision support, which supports a 
faster and more reliable diagnosis. Meanwhile 
the more efficient workflow can contribute to 
shorter waiting times and less time spent in 
the MR scanner, which improves the patient 
experience. That way the productivity and 
patient satisfaction are increased at the 
customers’ clinics, which in turn generates 
long-term profitability to SyntheticMR and its 
shareholders. 

SyntheticMR has key competences within MR 
imaging and software development based on 
the latest research within the subject area. 
This is done in close collaboration with 
selected clinics and hospitals to ensure that 
the products correspond to market needs and 
requirements. 
 
Sales strategy 
SyntheticMR’s strategy is to reach a broad, 
global market through partner collaboration 
with leading MR manufacturers. SyntheticMR 
has a license agreement with GE Healthcare 
since 2014, one of the market leading MR 
manufacturers, which gives GE Healthcare the 
right to sell an integrated, customer specific 
version of SyMRI directly to their customers. 
SyntheticMR also has cooperation and co-
marketing agreements with Philips since 2015 
and Siemens since 2016, which makes SyMRI 
compatible with their MR scanners. SyMRI is 
also sold as a plug-in to Sectra’s PACS and 
since second quarter 2018 also offered 
through the Siemens Healthineers Digital 
Ecosystem, syngo.via Open Apps.  

SyntheticMRs products are primarily sold by 
retailers through our partners, but 
SyntheticMR also has close collaboration with 
several internationally recognized reference 
sites that conduct research within radiology 
and neurology. 

  



SyMRI 
SyntheticMR’s software SyMRI delivers 
multiple contrast images, biomarker 
segmentation and quantitative data in a single 
MR scan. SyMRI can significantly shorten 
examination times while at the same time 
providing more information to the diagnosing 
clinician. Through shorter MR examinations, 
reduced waiting times and more reliable 
diagnosis, SyMRI can support a more efficient 
workflow and improved patient satisfaction. 

A new way of performing MRI examinations 
A regular MRI scan involves several sequences 
with different settings, where each sequence 
generates a static contrast image that 
highlights tissue differently. The more contrast 
images the radiologist requires to make a 
diagnosis, the more sequences are run on the 
MR scanner. This can lead to long exam times 
and patient discomfort. 

The radiologist then analyzes the contrast 
images with the naked eye to discover 
anomalies or pathologies. Manually measuring 
volumes is difficult and requires a lot of skill 
and experience. Because the images are 
static, the radiologist also needs to determine 
beforehand which contrast images to acquire. 
If any additional contrast images should be 
needed, the patient has to be recalled for 
another scan. 

SyMRI has a fundamentally different way of 
acquiring MR images. Instead of static 
contrast images, SyMRI's unique sequence 
measures actual tissue properties in the brain. 
The software then recreates a number of 
contrast images synthetically, as well as 
measures volumes and segments tissue types. 
This additional information can support a 
faster and more reliable diagnosis. 

Adjustable contrasts 
The contrast images in SyMRI are synthetically 
rendered from quantitative data, which means 
the user can adjust the contrast after the 
examination when the patient has gone home. 
This reduces the risk of having to recall the 

patient if a contrast is missing and allows the 
radiologist to fine-tune the images afterwards. 

The ability to adjust the images is particularly 
useful within pediatrics, since it’s difficult to 
know beforehand which contrast to use on a 
brain that is still in development. 

Biomarker volumes 
SyMRI provides segmentations and volume 
calculations for white matter (WM), gray 
matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), 
which offers objective decision support to the 
diagnosing clinician. 

SyMRI also provides segmentation and 
measurements of myelin volumes. Myelin is a 
substance forming an isolating layer around 
the axons in the brain and speed up the 
transmission of nerve signals. It is especially 
important to measure myelin within pediatrics, 
where measurements beyond normal are 
linked to a number of diseases such as Sturge-
Weber syndrome, ADHD and autism. It is also 
an important measurement in patients with 
neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia 
and multiple sclerosis (MS). 

The software also automatically calculates 
brain parenchymal fraction (BPF), which can 
be used to follow up brain atrophy caused by, 
for example, MS. The clinician may also select 
areas of interest to measure volumes in, for 
example, lesions or tumors. 

Deeper analysis with parametric maps 
SyMRI also includes advanced parametric 
maps that show relaxation rates for tissues in 
the brain. These can in some product 
packages be exported to other formats for 
deeper analysis and for use within advanced 
neurology and neuroradiology research. 

More information – faster workflow 
In one single 6-minute sequence SyMRI 
measures the absolute tissue properties in the 
brain and creates adjustable contrast images, 
segmentation and volume measurements. This 
can shorten exam times, reduce costs for 
hospitals, shorten waiting times and at the 
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same time provide more information to the 
clinician who can make a more reliable 
diagnosis. 

Product packages 
SyMRI is available in various product 
packages. Through partner agreements, 
SyMRI is compatible with MR-scanners from 
the three leading manufacturers worldwide, 
GE Healthcare, Philips and Siemens. 

SyMRI IMAGE delivers multiple, fully 
adjustable, contrast images in a single 6-
minute scan. This product package is 
especially designed to speed up the workflow 
and increase patient throughput. 

MAGiC is a customer-specific version of 
SyMRI IMAGE marketed and sold by GE 
Healthcare under a licence agreement. 

SyMRI NEURO includes contrast images, 
biomarker segmentation, volumetric 
measurements of brain tissues and 
quantitative parametric maps. This product is 
designed to provide the clinician with more 
information than a conventional MRI scan and 
provides objective decision support for the 
diagnosis and follow-up of patients. 

SyMRI Research Edition includes contrast 
images, volumetric measurements and 
quantitative maps to provide more 
information to the researcher. The parametric 
maps are also exportable for a further analysis 
and research. 

Market 
SyMRI is sold as an independent software to 
MRI systems or PACS. The product has a large 
market potential as it can be integrated into 
both existing and new systems on these 
markets. 

The global MRI market is estimated at about $ 
6.6 billion in 2017. With an annual growth at 
around 6.6 percent, the market is expected to 
be worth around 8 billion USD in 2020 and 
around 9.7 billion in 2023. The installed base 
of MRI scanners globally is estimated at 
around 33,000 systems (Mordor Intelligence 
2017). 

The five leading actors on the market, 
Siemens, GE Healthcare, Philips, Canon 
(former Toshiba) and Hitachi together have 
approximately 89 percent market share 
(Mordor Intelligence 2017). 

PACS systems were globally sold for around $ 
4.7 billion in 2015. The market is expected to 
reach approximately 6 billion USD in 2018 and 
approximately 7 billion USD by 2020, with an 
annual growth of about 8.4 percent. By far the 
largest PACS market is in the United 
States, while the remaining share is evenly 
distributed between Japan, Europe and Asia-
Pacific. (Global Industry Analysts 2015). 

The PACS market includes, in addition to the 
major MRI manufacturers which also offer 
PACS solutions, companies like Fuji, Agfa, 
Carestream, McKesson and Sectra. 
  



Review 
This report has not been reviewed by 
SyntheticMR’s auditors.  
 
Annual general meeting 
AGM will be held at SyntheticMRs office on 
April 29th, 2019, at 18:00 Storgatan 11, 
Linköping. Further information about 
registration for the Annual General Meeting 
and the Board's proposed decision points will 
be published on the Company's website in 
connection with the notice of the Annual 
General Meeting.  
 
Proposed dividend 
For the fiscal year 2018, the Board of 
Directors of SyntheticMR proposes a dividend 
of 1,50 SEK per share. The proposal of 
dividend corresponds to a transfer to 
shareholder of SEK 6.1M. 
 

Financial Calendar 
Interim report January - March 
February 27th, 2019  
Interim report January - June 
July 17th, 2019 
Interim report January – September 
November 12th, 2019  
Year-End report January – December 
February 27th, 2020 

The annual report will be available no later 
than April 8, 2019 on the company's website.  

For further information 
Fredrik Jeppsson, CFO and Head of Investor 
relations  
Tel: +46 72 303 13 39 
E-mail: fredrik.jeppsson@syntheticmr.com  

 
 
 
 

Stefan Tell, CEO 
Tel: Tel: +46 73 373 40 90, 
E-mail: stefan.tell@syntheticmr.com 
 

This information is information that SyntheticMR AB (publ) is obliged to make public pursuant to the 
EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of 
the contact person set out above, on February 27th, 2019. 
 
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director ensure that this report has been prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and gives a true and fair view of the 
company's position and results and describes significant risks and uncertainties faced by the 
company. 

Stockholm February 27th 2019 
SyntheticMR AB (publ) 

Board of director

 


